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Prelude
Dr Shinichi Suzuki insisted that the learning of
music is similar to the acquisition of speech. He said
that a child who can speak his mother tongue can be
taught anything.
With the passing of time his Suzuki Method1,
now taught worldwide, is changing and developing.
That is what Dr Suzuki envisaged. But as modern
children and teachers, who never met the master,
create their own picture of Shinichi Suzuki, he is
becoming just a name, just the word ‘Suzuki’, or a
characterless cardboard cut-out, or a God-like figure.
He would have laughed at this last image.
In Japan Dr Suzuki was the recipient of the Third
Order of the Sacred Treasure, Gold Rays with Neck
Ribbon in 1970. The Emperor named him a Living
National Treasure.
He was awarded several honorary university
degrees in the US, including doctorates from the
University of Rochester at Eastman, Oberlin College
and the Cleveland Institute of Music. He received
the Spectrum Award of the World Organization for
Human Potential in 1973 and was named String
Teacher of the Year by the American String Teachers’
Association in 1964.
In Europe he received the prestigious Ysaye
Medal (Belgium, 1969), the Palmes Académiques
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(France 1982) and Des Bundesverdienkreuz 1 Klasse
(Germany, 1985).
Other awards included the Albert Einstein
International Academy Foundation Medal for
Peace, 1990 and the Rotary Service Award (Rotary
International, 1960 – 61).
In 1993, Dr Suzuki was nominated for the Nobel
Peace Prize.
He remained humble despite all this acclaim.
I was fortunate to be in Japan when few older
foreigners were there and to be able to spend a good
deal of time with him. I’d like to try to sketch his
likeness for you. What I recall most is his singleminded determination to impart his knowledge
of the sound of the violin, his constant statement
that every child can be educated, his honesty, his
unfailing sense of humour and always his complete
and utter humility.
My verbal pictures of the great man are as
they occurred to me; events are not necessarily in
chronological order. I have added for your interest
some additional recollections of my visits to Japan,
maybe a glimpse into Dr Suzuki’s environment.
This book also contains some reminiscences by
Australian teachers who spent a long time studying
with Dr Suzuki when I was in Japan. They are
Marjorie Hystek, Anne Lewis and Lesley Priest.
The short quotes from Dr Suzuki (always in italics)
were either spoken or written in his texts:
Nurtured by Love.
Ability Development from Age Zero.
Ability is Not Inborn
– Lois Shepheard, June 2012
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Man is the son of his environment.
Man is born with the laws of heredity and
develops with the laws of ability.
Dr Suzuki insisted that musical talent isn’t present
at birth and that what is inborn is a power, leading to
the ability to adapt to the environment. There is also
an inborn desire to change.
He wrote that the inborn power:
silently prepares for functional changes and
adaptations
and that:
Differences in hereditary quality exist in the
sensitivity and speed of the response.
Ability is not inborn.
People are born with hereditary physiological
differences, but I believe that a person’s abilities
grow and develop depending on stimulation
from the outside.
Education is the way to develop ability.
Even though people go so far as to talk of ‘a
born artist’, they do not mention ‘a born green
grocer’.
No child is born with the musical scale.
Shinichi Suzuki was the son of his environment.
There was hardly a musician in Europe who
believed talent isn’t inherited.
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In Venice in the early eighteenth century, there
were four church schools where orphans and
illegitimate children were brought up at the State’s
expense and trained to be musicians. At one of these
institutions the red headed priest and violinist,
Vivaldi,2 taught little girls to play instruments and
formed them into an orchestra. A 1739 document
states that this group ranked: ‘first, for the perfection
of its symphonies’ and that it played with ‘welldrilled execution’. The writer went on to state that
the young string players had more ‘attack’ (from the
bow stroke) than the orchestra of the Paris Opera.3
Despite the success of this experiment, European
musicians stubbornly and arrogantly refused to
believe that musical talent was anything but innate.
The concept that every child could be educated,
even to music, really had to occur to someone
taking a fresh look at education; someone with no
background at all in Western musical tradition with
all its preconceived ideas. This someone was in
Japan. Shinichi Suzuki came to the realisation that,
with the right training, anyone could play music
well.
As long as the spectre, ability-and-the-inborn,
hovered in the air, educational circles would
remain haunted; bewildered by the inborn
gift and ability, educators would be unable to
comprehend the essence of the development of
human ability.
Society at large was convinced that children
who are poor at such subjects as maths
… have poor brains… I realised however,
that these children … speak Japanese with
2
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absolute fluency and moreover, freely utilise
a vocabulary committed to memory with as
many as 2,000 words at age six…
They had wonderful brains! Depending upon
how they were raised, children beautifully
demonstrated their ability.
In explaining the cultivation of ability in little
children, Dr Suzuki used many analogies. One was
the story of a seed planted in the ground. We can’t
see the development of the plant as the sun shines
on the earth and the rain nurtures the seed, but one
day a flower appears. Similarly, he said, we can’t see
the development of a child’s ability but must keep
nurturing until the flower unfolds. It is an example
of the universal law of cause and effect. As the Bible
says, ‘As you sow, so shall you reap’.
All history is the result of countless successions
of planting, nurturing or not nurturing. The history
of the Suzuki Method is no exception.
So, you ask, why did this particular seed need
to be planted and cultivated in Japan? How did it
produce such a splendid flower?
I remember that, years ago at a Buddhist centre
in Melbourne, I told a priest about Dr Suzuki and his
work. The priest said, ‘There are those who choose
when and where to be born.’
Perhaps he was right… and Shinichi Suzuki was
born not only for today. He is timeless.
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History and Environment
Japan was almost entirely isolated from the outside
world from the early 1600s when foreigners,
particularly Christians, were forced to leave the
country. Foreign contact ceased and ports didn’t
reopen to trade for some two and a half centuries.
Suzuki was born in a country that had been, as
he wrote, ‘denied cultural history that belonged to
the West’.4 In the same book he writes of Western
musical instrumental history:
… beginning with an instrument with a
wound string, manufactured in antiquity
and found in a pyramid in Egypt… and that
history proceeding through time, till the birth
of what sings of man’s soul and is called a
violin.
He was born on the seventeenth of October 1898,
the third son of the seven boys of Masakichi Suzuki
and Ryo Fujie. Shinichi also had five sisters. His
parents were from prominent samurai families. His
mother had attended a singing school and played
the shamisen.5
Samurai served the landowner-warlords (shōgun)
and samurai levels were hereditary, ranging from
the upper samurai to the lower foot soldiers. This
structure was Japan’s system of government.
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In 1853 a US naval fleet of two sailing boats and
two steamers, under the command of Commodore
Perry, sailed into Tokyo harbour. Perry had been
ordered to facilitate trade and diplomatic contact
with Japan. He went to Tokyo again in 1854, and a
treaty of friendship was signed.
When the Japanese people became aware of
Western achievement and systems of government,
there was tremendous unrest. Just seventeen years
later, the Japanese, with their great propensity to
institute change, abolished the system of warlords
and samurai. The country was thereafter governed
by a centralised system of Western type bureaucracy
and very soon, a prime minister and cabinet.
So in 1871, Shinichi Suzuki’s grandfather was out
of work and the twelve-year-old boy, Masakichi
(who was to be Dr Suzuki’s father), was no longer
destined to be a samurai. In 1873 Masakichi began
working for his father, a manufacturer of shamisen.
Then he became an English teacher; he’d attended
an English school for two years as a youngster. He
also learned lacquer work and began training as an
elementary school music teacher.
In 1877 when Masakichi turned eighteen and,
as was the custom, became head of the family and
financially responsible for it, he started making
shamisen. In 1884 a violin was taken as a curio to
Japan. Masakichi borrowed it, made some drawings
and measurements and in 1888, after many
experiments, successfully produced the very first
Japanese-made violin. At first he sold his instruments
to the Nihon Gakki Co., then in 1900 he opened his
own violin factory in Nagoya. This establishment
also manufactured mandolins and guitars. By 1910
it was producing 65,800 violins per year. By 1930
7
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Masakichi Suzuki had established three factories in
Nagoya and employed about 1,000 workmen.6
As they grew up, Shinichi and his brothers and
sisters played on the factory floor, marching pieces
of violin around like dolls. Violins were a natural
part of their childhood. Masakichi sent Shinichi to
commercial school so he could later assist with the
violin business. When he graduated, Shinichi started
in the factory office, in charge of export. One night,
full of curiosity, he took a violin home, together
with a recording of Elman7 playing Schubert’s Ave
Maria, and started to teach himself to play. He was
seventeen. He began to consider actually making
violins himself saying at the time: ‘In order to
produce a good violin, I thought it necessary to play
the violin.’8
He developed some sort of lung problem and his
father sent him to Shizuoka Prefecture to recuperate.
There he met the Prince Tokugawa. At the suggestion
of this affluent Prince, Shinichi went to Tokyo to
learn the violin.
Remarkably for that time in Japan, his Tokyo
teacher was a woman, Ko Ando.9 She first studied
with the Austrian music educator, Rudolf Dietrich10
who had been imported by the Tokyo Music School.
After her graduation in Tokyo, Ko Ando went
to Berlin (1900) as a student of the great teacher,
Joachim.11
Apparently, Joachim was one of those who
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influenced his students by example, performing
during lessons to keep their enthusiasm. It is said
that he was unable to give a verbal explanation of
violin techniques.12 We do not know what type of
tuition Ko Ando gave Suzuki.
Again the Prince Tokugawa stepped in,
recommending that young Shinichi should continue
his studies in Germany. Shinichi knew his father
would be strongly opposed to the idea. The Prince
suggested some subterfuge was necessary and laid
out a plan. Shinichi told his father that he’d like
to accompany Prince Tokugawa on a world tour.
Masakichi was pleased with this arrangement, gave
his son ¥10,000, and said farewell. The “world trip”
ended in Germany. Shinichi Suzuki was 22.
Ko Ando was aware of the ruse and had offered
to give the young violinist introductory letters to
some of the important violin masters in Germany
but Suzuki preferred to observe teachers for himself
and make his own decision.
He chose to learn from Karl Klingler13 (another
former Joachim student) after hearing a performance
by the Klingler Quartet. The few performances of this
quartet now available on CD14 indicate that Klingler
was indeed a fine musician and a fine player. About
1890, however, Flesch15 wrote of Klingler: ‘he has
not yet succeeded in getting away from the spiritual
fetters of his teacher which have held him in bond
for 30 years.’16 As we listen to the quartet today, we
can presume that Klingler was a thinker, probably
12
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keen to experiment, and that he broke free of those
fetters.
The young Suzuki was told that Klingler never
took private pupils. However, he approached the
violinist and asked if he could possibly audition.
No doubt Klingler would have been intrigued to
see what a young Japanese student had done with
the study of the violin. Suzuki played a Concerto by
Rode and clearly played it well; Klingler chose to
teach him. Suzuki stayed for eight years, spending
four years studying sonatas and concerti and four
years on chamber music, Klingler’s area of expertise.
A particular Berlin professor became Shinichi’s
friend and something of a protector. On one occasion
when this professor was going to be away from Berlin
for a period of time, he asked another good friend to
keep an eye on the naïve young Japanese man. The
man was Dr Albert Einstein. Einstein played both
the violin and piano.
Germany made a tremendous impact on Shinichi
Suzuki. Apart from anything else, of course, he
couldn’t speak German as well as the little German
children.
‘I did have great difficulty with the language,’ he
said. ‘I could not understand what people said nor
could I express my desires in words. I did not think
that I was a dunce – I had been a bright student
in school – but with German, I was like a retarded
child.’17
He was introduced to the evening concerts held
in the homes of Berliners. This type of entertainment
had become very popular; it gave the German people
a chance to escape from the disorder of a country
still settling down after WWI.
17
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At one of these soirées he met the violinist
Albert Prange and his sisters, a singer and a pianist.
Shinichi fell head over heels in love with the singer,
for her sake converted to Catholicism, and married
Waltraud Johanne Prange in 1928. Waltraud was
seven years his junior. The wedding was an elegant
affair; the couple travelled in a black wedding coach,
driven by coachmen in top hats and walked into the
church on a long red carpet.
Suzuki had completed his studies, when he and
Waltraud decided to go to Switzerland to live. His
mother became ill, however, and he had to return
home. His new wife was very lonely in Japan.
She told18 how uncomfortable she was with the
admiration she received if she ventured out (these
were days when foreigners were rarely seen in
Japan) and took to just wandering round the garden
instead.
Shinichi’s father, Masakichi, fell on hard times
and Shinichi sold his beautiful Vuillaume19 violin to
help him out. When Masakichi asked Waltraud to sell
her valuable piano, newly arrived from Germany,
she agreed. She also agreed with her husband that
they shouldn’t return to Europe.
Shinichi formed a quartet with his brothers who had
been studying with Ko Ando. A string quartet was a
rarity in Japan and not particularly understood by the
general public – apparently not by radio announcers
either. Shinichi’s viola playing brother, used to
become quite carried away during performances
and sometimes nearly stood up. The quartet’s first
radio broadcast therefore became a disaster when
the violist left his chair and the announcer thought
18
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he wanted it taken away. Decades later, when Dr
Suzuki related this story, he still laughed heartily at
the incident.
On one occasion, his quartet was rehearsing and
Shinichi’s nieces and nephews were playing nearby,
chattering away happily. He thought how well the
German children had spoken German, how well
Japanese children spoke Japanese and…
He stopped playing and cried out, ‘All Japanese
children speak Japanese.’
He chuckled when he told us of his brothers’
reaction. They weren’t at all impressed by the
interruption.
We can imagine their comments: ‘Oh, get on with
it now brother, of course they do. What else would
they speak? We have a concert next week. Please
pick up your violin and play!’
But Shinichi Suzuki had realised that if children
could learn their mother tongue, they needn’t fail to
learn anything. He thought how children brought up
in Tokyo spoke with a Tokyo accent and if they came
from Osaka, the accent was completely different. He
asked himself how this was possible and how could
children assimilate such subtlety?
I learned that the natural method of teaching
a child its mother tongue is a marvellous
educational process. It is a natural process in
which practice continues from morning till
night.
Every child in a nurturing environment
grows steadily and without mishap toward
involvement in the activity of speech and
responds according to the stimuli supplied by
the parents.
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It was obvious to Suzuki that if parents played
recorded music to their children every day, those
children would easily learn to understand the
language of music. An appropriate teaching method
and the parents’ assistance at home could train
youngsters to reproduce that language.
Can you imagine the excitement of that young
man? There he was at the very dawn of a new culture
in Japan and he was dreaming up a new concept. It
would be like an early Australian settler coming to
a new way of life; it would be like discovering the
Internet!
Suzuki began to devise his teaching method in
the 1940s. On August 15, 1945, the Emperor of Japan,
understood to be a direct descendant of the Sun
Goddess, spoke on the radio to his people for the
very first time. The shock of this broadcast must have
been quite considerable. The Japanese people had
neither heard his voice nor been allowed to look on
his face. In this “Jewel Voice Broadcast”, the Emperor
announced that the conflict was terminated, saying
the ‘war situation has developed not necessarily to
Japan’s advantage’ and that the nation must ‘bear
the unbearable and endure the unendurable.’
He spoke to a population whose polished and
disciplined lifestyle had been reduced to a state of
the most terrible ruin. There was a tremendous need
to lift the spirits of the defeated, depressed Japanese
people and Shinichi Suzuki felt his method of music
education might be one means of accomplishing
this.
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